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• Get skills

• Soda money

Seminars
benefit
students

Coke reigns at UMaine

By Kimberly Leonard
For the Maine Campus
Students will soon have an
opportunity to escape from classes
while attending lectures, programs
and clinics at the university.
Wednesday, Sept. 22 will
mark the advent of a program to
help students become better
learners and more flexible to the
demands of college academics.
This series of free seminars entitled "The 1999 Study Skills
Program" is intended to offer
hints and tips about an assortment of learning skills, which
are essential to successful survival in the campus classroom.
The slate will begin with a
note-taking seminar on the 22nd
during the new activity period and
moves on to include conferences
about time management, writing
college papers, stress management, college reading, final exam
preparation and test taking.
Seminars will take place each
Wednesday with the last coming
Nov. 3. They will be held in the
Memorial Union in the FFA and
Walker rooms from 2:15 to 3 p.m.
during the chunk of time designated for the campus activity period.
The activity period is a new
and conditional venture at the
University of Maine. It is
designed to allow students and
faculty time away from full
schedules to take advantage of
lectures and seminars which they
may have not been able to attend
otherwise. To provide incentive
for these extra-curricular academics, the university has tried to
minimize the number of classes
from 2 to 3 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
One problem presented by
the activity period is many students have class during the
activity period on at least one
day during the week.
Student reaction to the activity period has been divided and a
majority of new and transfer
students know nothing about the

By Hollie Gowen
For the Maine Campus
There isn't a Pepsi, Mountain
Dew or Dr Pepper bottle or can
to be found on campus—at least
not in any of the dining facilities
or markets. Students, faculty and
staff can no longer choose
between the products of the two
cola giants-Coca-Cola and
Pepsi-because the University of
Maine recently entered an agreement making the Coca-Cola
Company the sole beverage
provider on campus.
The 10-year contract brings
UMaine $3 million in yearly
increments. Coca-Cola also provides product discounts, promotions and support for campus
events.
"The decision was made to
seek an exclusive distributor on
campus," UMaine spokesman
Joe Carr said. "The overriding
benefits (of such an agreement)
were a large, large amount of
revenue."
"Students will benefit from
the money and promotional
aspects," Jon Lewis, executive
director of Campus Living, said.
"There will be a lot of small
touches that students will notice
and appreciate."
allows
agreement
The
UMaine to decide how the
be
spent.
will
money
Suggestions on how to spend the
money range from classroom
renovations to partial funding of
a new campus fitness center.
Two open forums will be held
to generate ideas and opinions on
how to spend the money. The
first forum will be held

See SEMINAR on page 5

Todav••
• Weather
A kinder, gentler Floyd.

See COKE on page 4

Coke salesman Tony Marino (right) and driver-salesman Brian Sletterink, re-stock the shelves of
Coke products.at Southside Market on Thursday.(Caleb Raynor photo.)

• No end in sight

Parking problems continue
By Kevin Brooks
For the Maine Campus
Parking spaces are becoming
harder to find, leaving students
pondering whether a drastic
increase in enrollment is to blame.

•

For the second year in a row,
the University of Maine has
experienced tremendous growth
through its incoming class. This
year's first-year enrollment
jumped 15 percent from last
year, to a total of 1,647 new stu-

Local
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Horsing around at
Whitter Farm.
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dents. This is 42 percent higher
than two years ago.
"It sucks," said first year student Matt Madore who received
a $10 ticket for parking on a
lawn area. "There's no spaces."
Public safety officials issued

Editorial

•

Big brother is watching.
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669 parking tickets between Aug.
30 and Sept. 15, according to
Cindy Thomas of Public Safety.
Between Aug. 30 and Sept.
13, roughly 3,9(X) parking decals
See PARKING on page 5

Style

Get your groove on with
Guster.
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• Hurricane heads north

East coast prepares for Floyd
By Stacy Simon
The Collegiate Times
(U-WIRE) BLACKSBURG, Va. —
Gov. Jim Gilmore has declared a state of
emergency for the entire state of Virginia
as Hurricane Floyd is projected to hit
southern Virginia tomorrow, Virginia Tech
emergency personnel are monitoring the
weather conditions and will decide on the
appropriate action to be taken as they monitor the storm, said Larry Hincker, associate vice president for University Relations.
The National Weather Service expected the large, powerful storm to enter

Virginia near Danville Thursday, packing
fierce winds and flooding rains, much as
Hurricane Fran did three years ago.
"This storm is much larger than Fran
and much stronger than Fran," said
Roger Galloway, a meteorologist with
the weather service in Blacksburg.
"When it comes into Virginia it's going
to be moving much faster. "But we're
looking at lesser amounts of rain than
Fran, but much stronger winds."
Floyd is forecast to make landfall in
South Carolina and gain speed as it races
northward. Brief, heavy showers and 70
mph winds could hit Virginia by tonight.

The storm is expected to leave Virginia
heading northeast by tomorrow night,
Galloway said.
The heaviest rainfall — five inches or
more — is expected between Roanoke and
Rockingham County, presenting the
potential for dangerous flooding along the
spine of the Appalachians.
To prepare for Floyd, the National
Guard, the state police and the state
Department of Transportation placed additional personnel on standby. The State
Emergency Operations Center is at full
staff levels. Janet Clements, spokeswoman for the Department of Emergency

Services, said residents should stock up on
household items and bring trash cans and
outdoor furniture, which strong winds
could blow away, inside.
"With Fran in 1996, some people were
without power for five to seven days.
People need to keep that in mind," she said.
William Sleeper, Halifax County's
emergency services coordinator, said people in his area learned from Fran.
"They have since bought backup generators and hurricane lamps," Sleeper
said. "But you have to remember where
we are, we're used to getting hit like this
once or twice a year."

• Horse program gaining speed

Equine studies running full-gallop
By Misty Edgecomb
For the Maine Campus
A University of Maine athlete victoriously crossed the finish line with a personal-best—one-minute, 59-second mile in
competition this summer, but it was hardly a world-record feat. The mark belongs
to Venus of Milo, a 4-year-old standardbred racing horse and mascot of the university's equine studies program.
"She's got an incredible following
down at the track," said Al Kezis, associate dean of the College of Natural
Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture, who
attendeds most of Venus's races. "It gets
into your blood. I haven't had this much
fun in a long time," he said.
According to her trainer, Valerie Grondin,
Venus has won more than $3,000 in prize
money this season. And with two victories,
six seconds and two thirds, Venus is expected
to continue her winning streak until the harness racing season ends in October.
Venus earns her keep at Witter Farm,
with winnings going to cover training and
entry fees, said Bruce Wiersma, dean of
the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry
and Agriculture. "It's been a zero-sum
game for us," he said.
The entire UMaine equine studies program, recently approved as a minor, exists
because of student initiative, according to
Wiersma. "The farm is student-run. It's
their show," he said,"When I was here, it
was just cows and sheep...and rats and
mice," said Grondin, who graduated from
UMaine with an animal and veterinary science degree in 1994.
But two years ago, a handful of students approached the dean with their
equine obsession, and spent a weekend
clearing out stalls and repairing the barn,
which had been used to house cattle until
the UMaine herd was downsized in 1996.
"It was sweat equity," Wiersma said. By
spring semester 1998, the Horse
Cooperative Barn was ready, but used only
to house the pets of faculty and students.
Dr. Robert Causey, a large-animal veterinarian and professor at UMaine, saw
opportunity in Witter's empty stalls. Causey
and his colleague Dr. James Webber needed
a revolving population of healthy young
horses for their equine reproduction
research — infertility and genetics, respectively — funded by the Maine Agricultural
and Forest Experiment Station.
So Causey went down to the racetrack
to play a hunch. More than 3,000 harness
racers are registered in the state, but the
typical horses is only competitive for

•

Fifth year student Crystal Sellars who is an intern at Whitter Farm manages and cares for horses in the university's new
equine studies program.(Anne Malcolm photo)
about six years, according to Fred Nichols,
general manager for Bangor Raceway.
After they've passed their prime, the
horses lose value and often end up on the
butchers' block, Causey said.
Causey recruited Maine's standardbred
trainers and breeders, and found a kindred in
Tom Kole, Executive Director of the Maine
Harness Racing Promotion Board. Kole
placed a notice in his industry newsletter, and
horses started arriving almost immediately.
Pedrine, UMaine's sole stallion, was
the first donation in June 1998. By last
November, the Witter Cooperative Horse
Barn was at full capacity with 14
UMaine-owned horses, give or take a
foal, Causey said.
"Industry donors are coming out of the
woodwork to give us horses," Kezis said.
Students under Grondin's tutelage train
the retired racers for a second career as
riding horses, while Causey and his peer
Dr. Jim Weber conduct their research.
"They can go on to good homes and have
a good life," Causey said. "If they weren't
trained, they might not have a future."
The retrained horses will be sold in a
public auction that can bring thousands of
dollars back into the program, a model

used at other land-grants schools like
SUNY-Morrisville, Kezis said said.
UMaine's first horse sale is still in the
planning stages, he said.
The standardbred horses' mellow personalities make them a perfect match for
students who haven't logged a lot of hours
with large animals, says Marcy Guillette,
livestock supervisor at Witter.'They aren't
goofy, they aren't going to kick," Kole said.
Students may take hands-on courses in
equine reproduction, management and
training; as well as an internship in the
equine industry.
Erin Emmans,a first-year animal science
graduate student who completed a racetrack
internship with Venus last spring, believes
the level of responsibility the equine courses
demand may surprise students.
"If you don't feel like studying, you're
the only one who suffers, but if you don't
do your job around here, the animals suffer," she said.
"It's one of the few things in which
you learn responsibility by having fun.
And you earn the love and affection of a
very large dog," Kole added.
When Kole donated Venus last winter,
she was unique. Younger than most of the

UMaine stable and progeny of a champion
stallion, Kole suggested the school let
Venus try her luck at the track. As a twoand three-year-old, she had competed successfully in Maine's Sire Stakes, but Kole
hesitated to enter her in the more competitive races for older animals because her
earnings potential wasn't terribly high, and
he believed she could make more impact as
a symbol of the relationship between harness racing industry and UMaine.
Grondin began training Venus this winter, and within a few months, had the horse
back to racing condition. "It was really
neat to see her come here — fat, hair sticking out all over — then get fit. She's an athlete," said Emmans.
Timid at first, Venus has developed a
taste for victory this summer.'They want
to go as fast as they can go, that's their
job," Emmans said.
Venus has lived up to her namesake,
Kole said. He was watching a tennis showdown between Venus Williams and
Martina Hingis, when he couldn't help
comparing the young athletes to his promising new racer. "I knew she was either
going to be Venus or Hingis," Kole said.
Venus won the match.
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Dining halls undergo changes
By Beth Haney
For the Maine Campus
With the start of a new year comes
many changes for the University dining
commons. The changes are in response to
the surge of enrollment and some changes
which will occur in the coming months.
Hilltop Dining Commons has extended their hours in an attempt to compensate for the anticipated closing of the
Bear's Den.
"[The extended hours] are so students
will have a place to go," Larry Violette,
manager of Hilltop Commons, said.
Hilltop's new hours are more than an
hour longer for breakfast (7-10:30 a.m.) and
a half-hour longer for lunch(11 a.m.-2 p.m.).
Hilltop also sports a new soup and
bread bar for students to use as well as a
new paint job on the walls of the ramp.
Tim Knowlton, a second-year computer science major hadn't heard about
Hilltop's new extended hours until recently. He said he would have eaten in the
commons more if he had known.
New floors and shelving at Hilltop
Market are just some of the new changes
which will allow for new products to be
displayed, Violette said. When the store
was started 10 years ago it had used shelving. Now the new shelving will allow for
more space.
Stodder has also gone through some
changes, including housing Beans and
Greens, the vegetarian line formerly from
York Commons.Sandy Donahue,the manager of Stodder Commons said the move
would bring more students to Stodder.
"We [dining services] felt Stodder was

underutilized and there weren't enough
vegetarians near York to have their own
dining room," Donahue said.
So far the move has been successful,
especially with the die-hard vegetarians
eating at Stodder, Donahue said
Knowlton feels the move will result in
fewer vegetarians visiting Beans and Greens
since he said it will be less assessable.
"I'm somewhat of a carnivore, but
moving Beans and Greens to Stodder was
probably a bad idea." Knowlton said.
"York seems more central on campus."
But York's second line, formerly
known as Beans and Greens, has become
the Full Belly Deli.

"The Full Belly Deli offers a variety of
items—stir fry, deli subs, self-serve hamburgers, hot dogs [and] soups," Sue Little,
Dining Service Manager at York
Commons,said.
She said she has received some pod
responses so far.
"The students are coming in slow but
surly," Little said. "I've had a lot of good
comments on the soup bar especially, and
the [students] really like the self-serve
[options]."
Knowlton tried the new deli a few
times this year and felt that it was a good
replacement for Beans and Greens.
"It wasn't had," Knowlton said.

"They still have my favorite dish:
grilled cheese."
Stewart Dining Commons had renovations done this summer in the lobby.
Beth Carlson, the associate director for
resident dining, said the renovations
were to make the "dining experience a
little more pleasant."
Stewart will also house new UMaine
dietitian, Laura Honeycutt who will work
with students' nutrition.
Students also now have the option of
choosing to live near or in Stodder Hall
to have better access to Beans and
Greens when they fill out their housing
contract sheets.

• Women's health

Survey shows Mainers at risk
By Debra Hatch

Maine Campus Staff
A national study conducted by the
Department of Pathology at the
University of Vermont and Fletcher Allen
Health Care, published last March said
suburban and rural white girls between
the ages of 10 and 19 in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont have "strikingly
high" rates of cervical cell abnormalities.
These abnormalities can lead to cervical
cancer, often caused by a sexually-transmitted virus, the study said.
With the findings in mind, national
authorities and campus health clinics are
pushing for young women who are sexually active to begin having yearly pelvic

exams and pap smears.
The researchers said about a third of
U.S. adolescent girls are sexually active
by 9th grade and two-thirds are sexually
active by 12th grade, putting them at risk
of HPV, the researchers said.
The smears generally require the clinician to collect a small amount of cells
from the outside and inside the cervix
using a special brush or swab and a wooden spatula designed for the specific purpose of collecting cells.
The human papillomavirus, or HPV, is
the virus responsible for causing abnormalities in pap smears and the cells that
cause the cancer. Past studies have shown
that HPV is one of the most common sexually transmitted virus's in the U.S. affect-

ing 13-46 percent of young women.
Shellie Marcom, a women's health
clinic nurse practitioner at Cutler Health
Center on campus, said the HPV virus is
most commonly spread through sexual
contact, despite the use of condoms or barrier contraception since the scrotum is also
in contact during sex.
"Even with safer sex protection, the
virus can be transmitted," Marcom said.
Marcom said the women's health clinic saw about 788 women for pap smears
during the period between April of 1998
and April of 1999. Of those cases about
4.82 percent of them were atypical smears
which is lower than the national average
See PAP on page 4
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Pap

Stopping eyestrain

of between 5-8 percent.
The women's health center keeps track
of when smears were done and their results,
often calling to remind a woman if she
needs to come back for a follow-up smear.
About 92.13 percent of the smears
done at Cutler come back normal while
2.79 percent are low grade results which
don't denote cancer and are usually just a
result of an infection with a strain of HPV.
Approximately 0.13 percent of the smears
come back as a high grade result which
can be a cancer precursor.
Lab technicians check the smears and
look for abnormal cells— cells where the

By Becky Oberg
The Lariat
WACO, Texas (U-WIRE) —
Although computer use has not been
shown to actually damage the eye, it is
possible to get "dry eyes," which are
caused by blinking fewer times per minute
than normal. This can result in double
vision, color fringes, burning and fatigued
sensations. People also sometimes arch
their foreheads to see more comfortably,
which can induce headaches.
"Today we can't imagine life without
computers; we are totally dependent on
them," said Dr. Stanley Teplick of the

Better Vision Institute(BVI)."Few people
stop to consider the downside of the technology. Computers are very hard on the
eyes. Most of us attribute heavy eyes to
fatigue or itchy eyes to allergies when
really we'ye been at the computer for too
long and our eyes are telling us that they
need a rest—that it's time to start blinking."
Widmann said computers cause more
eyestrain than a book with equal-sized
print because of an unnatural position.
Widmann said distance vision can suffer from a "nearsighted shift" when people
See EYESTRAIN on page 5

from page 3
size or shape of the nucleus is off, and
cells that look strange or abnormal, and
they then determine the degree of the
changes if any. Follow-ups are scheduled
to provide something to check the first
results against.
Marcom said it is important to have
pap smears done yearly, especially after
becoming sexually active. Pap smears
have a 15 percent false-negative rate so
having yearly exams is a good idea.
For those not sexually active, pap
smears should be started at age 18 and
then done at intervals determined by
their clinician.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
Ullaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Coke

from page 1

Thursday, Sept. 23, at 2:10 p.m. in 101
Neville Hall.
UMaine's Chief Financial Officer
Robert Duringer said the ideas generated
will be weighed depending on how much
they add to the campus community.
One Coca-Cola drinker from York
Village said that the money makes up for
the lack of consumer choice.
"They should have Pepsi for those who
like Pepsi," Lee Winfree, a senior, said.
"But if the money they receive from Coke
goes to benefit the students through scholarships or more computers in the library, then,
in the long run, it will be a good thing."
Kate Hamm, a junior Pepsi drinker
from Hancock Hall agreed.
"I don't even like Coke," Hamm said,
"but I think the $3 million is worth it."

Dan Stump, the associate director of
retail dining and the manager of the
Bear's Den, said students ask primarily
about the absence of Mountain Dew and
Ocean Spray juices, which have also been
eliminated on campus because they are
distributed by Pepsi in this area. He said
students usually understand once the contract is explained.
"There's been some grumbling," Sturrup
said."I'm surprised there wasn't more. I was
prepared to have a lot of dissatisfied customers, but I was pleasantly surprised."
Geneva Plummer, a sales clerk at
Southside Market said the market has had
a few complaints too.
"(Students)just think it's kind of unfair
that they don't have a choice,"
Rachel Boyer a senior and Pepsi fan,

who lives off campus agrees.
"I'm just disappointed," Boyer said.
"When I go into the market or the Den, I'd
like to have a choice of Coke or Pepsi."
Boyer is glad that the change didn't
happen a few years ago. Commuting to
campus gives her the chance to stop at a
store and get her beverage of choice on the
way to campus.
Students without cars, however, have
fewer options.
A 10-person committee, including two
students, directed the process of choosing
Coca-Cola as sole distributor. Carr said
bids were solicited and judged and in this
case there were only two bids. CocaCola's offer was better than Pepsi's.
Carr said the long-standing relationship UMaine had with Coca-Cola did not

influence the decision. The decision was
made "strictly on the proposals," as the
guidelines require.
Lewis said contracting with a sole distributor has become a common practice in
many colleges.
"Many of my colleagues on other campuses have entered into similar agreements for the financial benefits," he said.
The contract has also lowered soda
prices on campus.
Sturrup said Coca-Cola prices have
decreased and the savings have been
passed on to students through lower prices.
Lower prices won't help loyal Pepsi
drinkers, though.
"So I can't get what I want," Nichole
Clark, an off-campus sophomore said.
"But I can get what I don't want cheaper."

How Do YOU Think we Should Spend
the
Coca-Cola Money?
Background: UMaine has recently entered into a 10-year exclusive agreement with Coca-Cola which permits
Coca-Cola to distribute products on campus. In exchange, UMaine will receive $3.2 million over the course of the
agreement.
In the next several weeks two open forums on this subject will be held to solicit ideas on how these funds will be
spent. Several possibilities under consideration are:
• Establish a classroom renovation and
modernization fund
• Establish a fund to augment library acquisitions
• Establish a fund to provide scholarships
• Use the Coca-Cola money as the down payment for building a new Student Fitness Center
• Expansion of Maine Bound -Outdoor Facility
A spokesperson representing each of the options listed above will be at the forum to present their respective
points of view.
These forums are scheduled for:

Thursday, 9/23/99, 2:10-3:30pm -101 Neville Hall
Thursday, 9/30/99, 2:10-3:30pm -101 Neville Hall

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO VOICE YOUR OPINION.
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS IMPORTANT?
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Eyestrain

from page 4

suddenly start working on computers
often. He said he sees this particularly in
law students.
The Health Education and Wellness
Office recommended a few things to help
ease eyestrain. Blinking and taking breaks
help keep eyes moist. Avoiding glare by
having a bright light behind the monitor
or the computer reflecting sunlight from a
window also helps. Working with the
lights on prevents the contrast between
the monitor's light and lack of background light.
If all else fails, discussing the problem
with an optometrist can help.

Activities

from page I

campus-wide program.
Jessica Sturgeon, a first-year biology
major, did not know about the activity period
nor does she think she would use the time to
attend additional lectures or seminars. She
also would not attend a study skills session.
Cullen Wilson, a second-year biology
major, believes his study skills are adequate
and he would not attend such a seminar.
Due to increased enrollment, a vacant parking spot has become harder to find in the peak hours of school, which are 9 However, Wilson said he would use the free
am to 4 pm.(Caleb Raynor photo.)
period to frequent other lectures.

Parking

from page 1

have been issued, with 2,644 going to students and 1,014 for faculty. The remainder
of the decals have been appropriated for
campus-owned vehicles. There are roughly
3,927 parking spaces available on campus.
"Don't allow first year students to
have cars on campus, and don't just ticket,
but tow all unpermitted cars at the owner's
expense. These actions will not cost the

university any money, and will save us all
a lot of headaches,"said Bret Newbury.
Many others see this as a solution
that would have only a small impact on
the problem.
"Then how come those of us who are
willing to walk can always find a space?"
asked student Joanna Snell, "It hasn't
mattered whether I get here at six, 12 or

two I have always been able to find a
space. It also doesn't matter when I leave
— I see empty spaces when walking
through MCA,Steam plant and Stewart."
"For 90 percent of us, the only thing that
is keeping us from the solution is laziness,"
stated Mark Anderson. "There are clearly a
small number with physical conditions that
require they be able to park closer, and so

they should. The rest of us would be well
served by the ten minute walk."
For some, parking is not an issue at all.
Such is the case for Tammi Labrecque. "I
have never, in over a year, not been able to
find a space," she said. "Yes, I often end
up walking, either from the nether regions
of MCA or from the steam plant. But I
always find a space."
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Fleet's Student Account Package
makes banking l'atiV.

CDNOW

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AND GET A $50

GIFT CERTIFICATE.

Sorry, we can't help you with your paper. But, we can help make your banking easy. And affordable. The Fleet Student Account Package comes with a Fleet Self Service
Checking Account, unlimited 24-hour electronic access by Web, phone or at an on-campus or nearby ATM,all for a low monthly fee. And you pay no monthly fee for June,July
and August as long as you're a student Open an account now and get a $50 CDNow gift certificate. Visit us at www.fleetcom/instep. Everything in college should be this easy.

/11Fleet
Ready When You Are

Member FDIC. Fleet and Ready When You Are are registered marks and Fleet Self Service Checking is a service mark of Fleet Financial Group, Inc. ©1999 Fleet Financial Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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IT'S A
BRAND NEW
KIND OF I.J.'S
There is more to fashion than just clothes
at the new T.J.Maxx 'n More.
It's a brand new kind of store.
You'll find all the brand name and designer fashions
you expect from T.J.Maxx.
Plus our largest collection ever of home fashions,
including some you've never seen at T.J.Maxx.
Decorative lamps. Accent furniture. Coordinated bedding.
Gourmet cookware. Handwoven rugs.
And more. All at 20% to 60% off
department and specialty store prices, every day.
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Fashionsfor Your Family and Home'

NOW OPEN
BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, BROADWAY AND 1-95

Styles will vary by store
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No. 0126

Edited By Will Shortz
ACROSS
.1 Put one's toot
down
Not stiff

of
29 "Get
yourself!"
33 Easter bloom

37 Managed
38 Oftenwelcomed part
of the week
39 Suffix with
ts Eye part
switch
16"Here comes
40 Bare of the
trouble!"
silents
17 Arctic or Indian, 42 Lymph-e.g.
43 Interstellar
16 Flees
cloud
19 Noose material 45 Diamond
20 "rest"
46 Alum
22 Ogled
47 Southwestern
home material
23 Name for many
theater
a
44"-- of Two
Cities"
24 Totally
absorbed (in)
50 Atlantic
Seaboard, with
26 Bright and
"the"
bouncy

to Without: Fr.
14 Prefix with
anthropology

52 Egyptian's
tongue
57 Quick
es "Yes!"
63 Prez
64 So long, in
Soho
65 Utter fear
U Engineer's
school
67 Western Indians

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ALAS
PARAIIIHESSE
BILE
OVARY
AWOL
ATON
PET ITEAMIE
HIDE
ACTED
AIDS
PERIL
PINE
ERG
PUMA
RARING
JAR
SHRUB
RIGS
SODA
NOR
I C II
SAHIB
SPANS
1 SH
CAKE
miwos
EL.
EE 0
ITALY
SHE
MILL
SATAN
SMALLFR !ES
EINTI
ADIT
FONDA
EIELL
WERE
COYER
EWES

B

ea Court TV
coverage
69 Nick and Nora's
dog
70 Attention-getter
71 Because
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23

40

.IHE AMERICAN IIEARI
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROCRAM

111

45

43

46iii

al

411

WI
50

DOWN
1 Mar
2 Tasteless
3 Kind of acid
4 Civil War
general
5 Pay
6 One of a kind
7"Terrible" czar
Computer
capacity
9 Ziti. e.g.
10 -Yes!"
II Hey there, at
sea
12 Nah
13 Outbuilding
21 Mafioso's code
of silence
as Golfer's goal
27 Cheerleader's
Cry
21 Genuflected
30 Aroma

Make a
contribution to
life after death.

57

56

151
60

59

64

63
66111
69

Ill

67

52

53 64 65 66

62
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71
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Puula by Elicion UMW

51 --- and took
31 TOrhUr10'S "
notice
Dog"
32 Like Easter eggs 53 Early name in
video games
33 Songstress
Horne
54 African
republic
34 Enraged
35 Gray wolf
55 Ending with
sacro36 "Yes!"
311Bit of finery
41 A day in Spain
44

herd's

place
41I Baseball slat
49 Gives way to
rage

56 Rinse or dry, in
a dishwasher
57 Goat cheese
sa Gives the
heave-ho
59 Splinter group
el Holy Fr. ladies
62 Mall kiln

American
Heart
Association
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To bring a correction to our attention please call 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 12 p.m., e-mail
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EDITORIAL
Letter from the editor
he Maine Campus newspaper is evolving, slowly but surely. As time
passes by, each editor in chief comes in every year and makes their
mark. This year will be no different.
The editor hopes our readers enjoy the paper this year. He has picked a fantastic editorial staff. He, Matthew Paul, Josh Nason and Caleb Raynor have all
worked at the Bangor Daily News. Paul and Nason were in sports. Raynor was
in photo. Dankoski was in news. Andrea Page and Debra Hatch have both had
previous experience with The Campus, and Hatch worked for The Times
Record in Brunswick this summer. Catherine Guinon worked at The Cape Cod
Times in Orleans, Mass. The other staff, the ones who work behind the scenes,
are top notch. They include Judy Williams for ads, Ajay Harding for layout and
production, Kurtis Marsh for business, and Kraig King for networking.
This year will be, without a doubt, the peak of Maine Campus' recent history. It's only healthy to think that way. So get us while we're hot.
But don't pick up the paper for that reason alone. Because we're not simply
blowing our own horn. Take a look again at Wednesday's and today's issue.
Those of you who are familiar with The Campus will most likely find things
have improved.
The editors have the ability to mold new writers into something special.
And with that comes the stories we are confident you'll want to read about.
If, on the other hand, you feel that The Maine Campus is going in the wrong
direction, then please drop us a note or call to tell us what you think should be
done. It can only get better that way. Your subscription through the communications fee would pay for it.

T

Going Gun Crazy
A

fter Wednesday night's church massacre in Texas you have to ask
yourself where you can go to feel safe anymore. If a church isn't a
sacred place, what is?
Not only does the number of grotesque, deranged killings seem to have multiplied, but hysteria and hype about them has also climbed completely out of
control.
Mass coverage of these horrific events only adds to the bloodshed. Each time
Barbara Walters and Hugh Downs mention the tragedy at Columbine High
another person has reason to go out and buy a gun.
So, as it turns out we have gun toting, Hollywood movie watching, bad tempered and misinformed people watching the news taking notes. Psychopaths are
trying to outdo each other by having their next slaying make the headlines.
It's almost a shift of priorities. Instead of kids growing up looking for a
way to break into fame and fortune for publicity, they see an easier way to get
their name in lights. And this route has a per, too, you can get rid of the high
school bully.
Not all the recent killings are just aspiring stars, there have also been a
tremendous rise in accidental shootings since the interest in murder awareness.
People have begun to, somewhat understandably, take out gun permits. And by
the simple fact that there is an increase in gun ownership, you can see why the
number of accidents has risen.
The solution to this problem isn't simple. In fact it's probably just growing
more complex. However, one thing is for sure, there is no good reason for
reporters to have interviews with victims on the spot or to contact witnesses
before the police have even had a chance. This type of reporting isn't informative. It's horrific and to some it's entertainment.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Do the math
If your readers wonder where Coca Cola will
get the $3,000,000 for the
UMaine Coke deal, try
the following calculation.
As Coca-Cola took
over the soda vending
machines on campus in
August, the price of a can
of soda was increased by
5 cents over the previous
vendor's prices. At this

the tax break on the
"donation"
of
$3,000,000 to UMaine
will cover the remaining
$58,000 per year. Great
deal for Coca Cola, but
for U-Maine students?
Professor Raymond
O'Connor,
Nutting Hall

• No Whining
I am writing in
response to the many editorials about the parking
problem here at the
University of Maine. If
one were to read the Maine
Campus on any given day,
they would swear that this
is one of the most pressing
issues of our time.
Are we, as a student
body, trying to show
how petty and irrelevant
our mindset can be? I
was under the impression that college students
today were part of a progressive, environmentally aware community,
concerned about what
kind of planet we will
inherit from our parents.

Instead, we chastise the
university on a daily
basis for not building
more "fields of asphalt"
so we can all drive our
thousands of smog spewing cars to class everyday.
And it's not as if there
is no parking to be had
anywhere, it's just that
there's no parking in the
MCA
parking
lot.
Heaven forbid we should
have to park 5 or 10 minutes away from our
class! Then we might
have to roll out of bed 5
or 10 minutes earlier. Of
course, if you did that,
you would probably be
able to get one of those

coveted MCA spots.
Either way, it looks like
you'll have to use TIME
MANAGEMENT. Time
management is something that people in the
real world with real jobs
use everyday, or else
they get fired. Some of
you will learn all about
this when you graduate
from fantasy world.
Until then, let's all keep
bickering about vital issues
such as this, and then wonder why we're still called
generation X.
Tony King,
3rd year
Anthropology Major,
Old Town

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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consumption rate and
with some 9,700 students on campus, the 5cent increase can be
expected to yield Coca Cola $2,420,000 or so
over ten years (slightly
less since females drink
less soda than males) in
extra income from the
higher prices to students. One wonders if

The Maine Campus

EDITORIAL POLICY
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the
Editorial Board whose members are, Stanley
Dankoski, Mathew Paul, Joshua Nason, Catherine
Guinon, Debra Hatch, Andrea Page, and Caleb Raynor.
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OPINION
• Laws off

• Nodders

Big Brother
still watching

UMaine's people potpurri

By Nickolaus Halter
Just several weeks ago in Maryland, a
15-year-old girl turned in her parents,
who had been cultivating marijuana. The
parents were arrested and the girl's father
lost his job as senior adviser of a prestigious company. The girl had been a participant in the notorious D.A.R.E. program, which aside from educating teenagers about drugs, evidently encourages
them to turn against their parents.
This latest occurrence is a drastic
example of the ongoing home invasion
that Americans are increasingly subject
to. By home invasion I mean not only an
invasion of someone's private residence,
but also an attack on matters concerning
their own bodies. This invasion has been
a gradual process, but has nonetheless
had a great impact on American society.
By restricting what people do in
their own homes and with their own
bodies"the'government has done •more
bad than good, contributing to the continuing separation between American
people and American politics.
This intrusion on privacy does not
only go for illegal substances, it also
concerns such simple rights as the right
to die. I am not an advocate of Jack
Kevorkian, but I feel that people should
have the right to die when their lives
aren't worth living anymore.
Restricting people to do as they
please with their own bodies shows a
great sign of disrespect and patronization. Instead, the laws should have a

completely minimalist approach and the
American people should be trusted to
decide what is best for them and their
families. As long as no one else is
harmed, there shouldn't be restrictions
on what someone does to themselves
within their own private spaces.
The best way of learning about dangerous things, such as certain drugs,
unprotected sex and other vices is to
educate, not punish by fine or prison. I
think that the number of people behind
bars in this country speaks volumes just
by itself on the failure of these measures. The invasion of privacy can only
go to a certain point however, before we
all become numb, and unindividualistic
citizens. Our privacy, along with other
things, makes us unique.
In the meantime, we approach the
millennium as a society with limited personal freedoms and identities, and obsessions with guns and bloodshed. This is a
dangerous combination, and bears striking resemblance to Aldous Huxleys' prediction of our "Brave New World."
Don't get me wrong, I am not saying
that we are on the brink of another eradication. But if nothing is done, who's to
know what's going to happen. My hope is
that the traditional system of American
government comes to an end in the near
future, preferably in my lifetime, and that
reformers in the mold of Jesse Ventura
pick up the slack. For the time being, I
see this as the only solution, but if it fails,
I hope to God that there are others.
— Nickolaus Halter is a
senior History major.

By Andrea Surrette
icture this; you enter your
lecture hall or classroom
and you size up the situation. Students have begun to file in.
Those by themselves choose a spot
where there are empty seats on either
side, unaware how antisocial this
actually is, no fault of there own.
Many of course choose seats on the
edge near the door which makes it
virtually impossiblt for the late corners to grab a seat unnoticed. In the
back are your jocks who, you know,
will not be taking a word of notes
except, of course, a few exceptions.
Next there are the beautiful, tank
top-clad girls sitting smack in the middle for all eyes to see. Of course the
eyes will see them because their backs
are bare along with their long legs,
which totally overts all the attention
from the professor. .
Of course, in the front, you have the
nontraditional students. Awake and
anxious for class to begin, their notebooks out and pen in hand, ready for
whatever lies ahead.
Finally you have people who are
already asleep before class even
begins and stay that way; with their
hats drawn over their eyes or hair
used as a curtain while their eyes
remain shut, total oblivious to the
world around them.
Class begins. The professor starts
the lecture and the real fun begins. The
nodders being the first, which 'I must
admit, includes me too.
Throughout the lecture we will
continue to nod, we have the idea
and maybe comments of our own
although we are not bold enough to
speak out. Instead we will half raise
our hands and get curtly cut off by

p

the smarties. They immediately
offer opinions and sometimes ask
questions for their own benefit and
stimulation. Some are just trying to
show off. Maybe it happens in a language class; they joke with the
teacher (in the particular foreign
language) just to appear intelligent
and somehow apart from the rest of
us. In the same class you will also
have the laughers and the smilers.
The laughers will, you guessed it,
laugh continuously at the teachers
attempts at humor, no matter how
desperate they are. The rest of us
are still guessing at the punch line,
or maybe there wasn't one. The
laughers fall into the same category
as the smilers. Why are they smiling? Did I miss something? Or
maybe it was just something that
happened before class the rest of us
were unaware of.
There are so many more personalties in class like the groomers you
know who they are. They're the
ones constantly applying makeup or
flipping and twirling their hair.
This group may also consist of the
teeth pickers, ear pullers, head
scatchers, shifters, shirt pullers,
fiddlers, hand players and many
more.(We are also familiar with the
pen chewer and the pen tappers).
That iiiitiOyfilireap, twit,.ter throughout class making it next to impossi-

ble to concentrate on the picture
you're drawing in your notebook.
Even though some of these types
of people can be annoying, they still
add some entertainment to our
classes and I'm sure I've got plenty
of annoying habits for someone else
to write about.
— Andrea Surrette is a
freshman journalism major.

• Peace, and Love

Everybody needs somebody to hate
By Michael Zimmer,
Yale Daily News
Let's be honest. Life is more fun
when you have an arch-nemesis. I have
had it with this "peace, love and brotherhood" mumbo jumbo that everyone
from Jesus to Jane Fonda has been
propagating since the beginning oftime.
Who are they kidding?
verybody needs at least one
I solid enemy he can count on to
try, at least, to thwart his dreams and
otherwise wreck his life. That way,
when you still manage to achieve even
a fraction of what you wanted, you can
celebrate by rubbing it into that person's face and screaming,"How do you
like that cheese, sucka!" Without some
evil adversary's face pushed into the
mud, can self-esteem even exist?

I think my own life has become significantly duller since I left high school,
where enemies worthy of uncompromising animosity surrounded me like sad
sack ne'er-do-wells around Dorothy and
Toto. Oh, those were the days!
In college, however, things have been
decidedly less entertaining. Here, knowing people who are smarter than me by
leaps and bounds is so commonplace
that I simply give up, throw up my hands
in despair and reach for the Elmer's Glue
to escape.
Saying on and on, "Check out the
driver's license and the armpit hair,
son!" just isn't the equalizer it used to
be. As for my other potential targets,
administrators, I doubt that they actually exist. For all I know, they are all
actually hideous mutant toads who float
on clouds and drink malt whiskey while
the University plows ahead on cruise
control. Who really knows beyond dispute that this isn't true? Nothing they

do has ever affected me in any meaningful way, not to mention oppressed
me like a new headgear regulation or a
stricter tardiness policy.
Now,I've become so frustrated that I
have turned to the ultimate in desperation: training my own arch-nemesis.
Hence, that pitiful excuse for a villain,
also known as Colin Reingold.
To the average observer, it would
seem that Colin is a nice enough Joe. But
that would be wrong. At least that is what
I am hoping. You see, Colin is quite a
well-rounded, sympathetic and rational

individual. That is, until you get him
talking about Bo's Barbecue Barn. Then
it is as if all of his wonderful qualities
drain out of him like pus from a bedsore.
I'm hoping that you'll all remember
that you must, being good capitalists,
try to rip the throat out of the next guy.
Perhaps, if I am lucky, I will be that
next guy, and my fragile ego will be
bolstered by foiling you.
Ah, sweet, sweet triumph will once
again be mine, at someone else's expense.
So all the best to everyone, except you,
Arch-Nemesis, whoever you are.

SUBMISSION POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of
ideas among members of the university community. Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions should be typed, double-spaced and must
include full name, address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not
be published without a compelling reason.
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• Entertainment

Guster excites UMaine with humorous side of music
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Humor is a rare quality and when it
combines with incredible music talent
you have a very powerful combination.
Guster, the alternative-folk band from
Boston, played Wednesday night at the
Maine Center for the Arts. They entertained and completely involved the audience in a special music experience.
Their band has been called the "do it
yourself" band mainly because the three
guys only use guitars and bongos. They
do have additional backstage help sometimes with keyboards and other instruments, but it is the three of them that provide the core music.
They connected with the audience
from the start - they said that "tonight is
your night UMaine." And it was. They
listened to the audience and played what
the crowd wanted to hear. They immediately told the audience to come down in
front of the stage, at which point almost
everyone came down and formed a rather
calm mosh pit.
Guster began by playing new material
from their yet to be released album, Lost
and Gone Forever. While this music is
good, the music from their two previous
albums was more powerful.
"X-Ray Eyes" from the Goldfly
album was excellent. "To clear the conscience of who I am, I break the silence
that keeps it all in," lyrics from this song,
described the feeling of this song. It was
mellow yet intense.
In between songs, Ryan Miller pulled
three people from the audience for his
"first unofficial Ryan Miller lookalike
contest." Miller with his unique long,
curly, blond hair found one guy who
looked somewhat similar to him. The gift
Miller gave this guy was "an actual living
thing," a fishbowl with a fish.
Guster played the radio hit, "Barrel of
a Gun," which, Miller said with some disgust, is used in a TV theme song. He also
remarked on the type of radio stations
that have been playing it. He said they are
the same ones that play Backstreet Boys
and Brittany Spears, which he apparently

in Maine."(Scotty Shelton photo.)
Guster vocalist Ryan Miller called the event the "best show we have ever played
disliked.
Another popular song they played was
"Airport Song," also from Goldfly. Adam
Gardner sang, "who's your daddy, I'm
your daddy now," and this started the popular song off on a crazy bent.
Miller also let the crowd know that
"Airport Song" is on the Woodstock 99
album, from their live performance there
this summer. He said to listen half way
through the first chorus because bongo
player, Brian Rosenworcel, gets nervous
and comes in too soon.
They entertained the audience with
a new song, "All the Way up to
Heaven." They claimed the back beat
for the song was from a five dollar
Casio keyboard they found at a garage
sale in Maine. When the song began
with just the beat, the crowd broke out
in singing "da da da," the beat from the

Volkswagen commercial.
Near the end when Guster was beginning to play their last song, Miller
announced that "this is the awkward part
of the set." He said he wanted to avoid the
"planned encore," so he said they would
play this last song, then exit at which
point the crowd was supposed to clap
until their ego had been stroked enough.
All in all, it was a great show. Guster
entertained the crowd completely and left
us feeling euphoric.
The opening band was Seeking
Homer. They were excellent with their
music set.
Their song, "Downtown," was very
creative. It is going to be on their next
album. "I hope you never count me
out." was the main theme it projected.
It was slow and Tom Conners voice was
very raw.

Also, near the end of their set, they
played an interesting rendition of the
national anthem.

Open
your mind
You may learn
something about
yourself.
The Maine Campus
UMaIne's thrice-weekly newspaper

• Classbook

'Midwife's Tale' takes on Maine history
By Joshua Pouwels
For the Maine Campus
You won't hear any mention of Ben
of
Declaration
the
Franklin,
Independence or British colonialism in A
Midwife's Tale.
This year's class book by Laura
Thatcher Ulrich is a much more personal
story of what life was like for midwife
Martha Ballard and many others during
the post Revolutionary War period.
Historians for decades thought the
story of Martha Ballard's life as a midwife in southern Maine trivial, but recent-

ly it has become very popular due to the
work of Ulrich.
The class book program has been
around for several years now. The idea
of the class book is to give students a
common topic for conversation. All
freshmen taking English 101 will be
reading the book this year as well as
many history majors.
The book is unique in that it delves
into the everyday lives of women and
children who are often overlooked in
other historical accounts.
The book can be contrasted with last
year's class book, Lies My Teacher Told

Me. This book generally criticized historical accounts offered in schools without
offering an alternative.
There is a film based on this book and
is it also used in many college level history courses.
A Midwife's Tale is set in southern
Maine. Although it gives the account of a
person of no real historical significance,
the book is not dull.
It covers murders, suicide, adultery
and poverty. One of the many minor stories in the book is of a man who kills his
whole family then kills himself. The story
is very gruesome- like a Stephen King

thriller. The only difference is that it really happened over two hundred years ago.
Maybe the good old days were not so
great after all.
Besides covering many large
tragedies, the book is filled with many
small tragedies. These include deaths of
babies, deaths of mothers and the infidelity of a minister that was to me reminiscent of the Scarlet Letter. Only this
really happened.
The book takes you back two hundred
years and it is interesting to see how
insignificant the events in Washington are
to a midwife in southern Maine.
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• Hadley's Kitchen

Searching for the perfect chocolate
By Hadley Lewis
For the Maine Campus
Gooey, dark, and decadent, sweet-butnot-too-sweet, moist and crumbly at the
same time. The little bits stick to your
lips and your chin until your tongue finds
them hiding there and you lick them off,
undignified in your indulgence. When it's
gone you don't hesitate to run your fork
around the plate, chasing lumps of frosting and little morsels of heaven.
The recipe that follows is one of the
best chocolate cake recipes I have ever
seen. At the children's camp I cooked at
this summer it became the most requested
birthday cake. Adults like it because it is
not too sweet, and the cocoa, semisweet
and unsweetened chocolate in the frosting
give it a kick that is rarely found in most
cakes. But, if you are making it for children and they really want the sugar-rush
of milky-mild frosting you can substitute
sweetened or lighter chocolate naps for
the bitter ones.
Pudgy Chocolate Layer Cake with
Dark Chocolate Frosting
(adapted from Classic Home Desserts
by Richard Sax)
CAKE
1 3/4 cups all purpose flour
3/4 cup plus 3 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa powder (Dutch processed has
a higher fat content and thus more flavor
than regular cocoa).
1/4 teaspoons baking soda

1/8 teaspoons salt
1 1/2 sticks unsalted butter (professional baker's swear by unsalted
because it won't change the taste of the
recipe in unexpected ways. It is also
consistent- salted butters all have subtle
taste differences.)
2/3 cup sugar
2/3 cup packed brown sugar (you can
use light or dark sugar for this. Also,
packing brown sugar means pressing it
down in the mixing cup with the heel of
your hand. Keep filling and pressing until
the cup is full. The sugar should come out
of the cup in a solid cylinder.)
2 large eggs
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 1/2 cups buttermilk (to make buttermilk you can add 3 tablespoons of lemon
juice to 1 1/2 cups of regular milk. Let it
sit for about five minutes and then use 1
1/2 cups of that mixture for the buttermilk. Buttermilk is used because it is less
rich than cream and the acid in it reacts
with the baking soda to make your cake
rise. I have never tried using cream with
lemon juice in it instead, if you try it tell
me how it worked.)
DARK CHOCOLATE FROSTING
1 stick unsalted butter, softened but
not melted
1 cup confectioners sugar sifted or
poured slowly into the bowl and fluffed to
aerate it.
2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract(you
could also use strong coffee instead)
3 ounces unsweetened chocolate

Wanted!!

1-2 oz semi-sweet chocolate
(Adjust the quantities of butter, confectioners sugar and chocolate until you
come up with something that makes your
taste buds dance for joy.)
Cake: Pre-heat the oven to 350
degrees Fahrenheit. Grease the bottom
and sides of two 9-inch round cake pans.
If you grease them really well you won't
need baker's paper but if you want to use
it you can even use plain old typing paper.
Trace the shape of the pans bottom and
sides onto the paper, cut out the shapes
and place them in the greased pan, one or
two long narrow strips along the sides and
a circle for the bottom.
Sift the flour, cocoa, baking soda, and
salt into a bowl. (If you don't have a
sifter pour them into the bowl slowly and
stir vigorously to break up lumps and
add air.)
Cream together the butter and both
sugars (beat well with a mixer or a
fork until the mixture is light and
fluffy in texture).
Add one egg at a time and mix in well
in between additions.
Then add the dry ingredients alternately with the buttermilk- begin and end with
the dry stuff. Mix until the ingredients
are just blended between additions
(Overbeating with activate the gluten in
the flour and the cake may be a little
tough. But, don't worry, there is virtually
no way you can ruin this cake. It is
absolutely idiot proof! And, if you do
indeed turn out to be a super idiot and it is
inedible, practice makes perfect).

Pour batter into pan. Bake about 2530 minutes or until a knife comes out of
the center clean and the cake edges pull
away from the pan.
Put the cake in the refrigerator to cool
while you make the frosting.
If the cake is too warm the frosting
will melt.
Frosting: Put the chocolate in a
bowl, then get a pan with an inch or two
of water in it. Place the bowl on top of
the water in the pan, or suspend it from
the sides of the pan. Put the whole
thing on low-medium heat and watch it
until the chocolate melts. Take it off the
heat to cool.
Beat the butter until light and fluffy.
(Best if done with an electric mixer).
Then add the confectioners sugar slowly.
After the sugar is mixed in well add the
vanilla or coffee. Check to see that the
chocolate is cool (it should be difficult to
stir but not solid or flaky and should still
have a glossy look. Add it to the butter.
(If it is too warm and the frosting turns
melty and soupy, stick it in the refrigerator for a bit and then rewhip it.)
Frost your cake when it cools. Voila,
a little bit of heaven.

Enema of the State

The Alumni Assn. is looking
for friendly, energetic, and
hardworking students to be

Phonathon
Associates!
Work Study and non-work
study - Earn $$$ doing
something good for MAINE!
Call Bob for an appointment
at 581-1149!
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• New Trends

• Music Review

Oxygen bar offers breath of fresh air

Lamb's 'Fear of Fours'

By Christina Woody
Daily Trojan (U. Southern
California)

LOS ANGELES(U-WIRE) — If you
have been looking for a breath of fresh
air, your search is over.
Oxygen Bar (02), a new hot spot on the
Sunset Strip, allows visitors to breathe fresh oxygen while eating, drinking and listening to music.
It may sound strange, but it's true.
This calm, relaxing hangout has a
room lined with couches that have breathing tubes hooked up to them. If you are
brave enough, you can stick these tubes
up your nose and begin to feed your mind,
body and soul. There are several different
aromas of fresh oxygen available, ranging
from "peace" to "clarity." Each of these
aromas contains special blends of flowers
and seasonings.
"Breathing" sessions are offered in 15minute increments for $20, and 40 minutes
for $25. Where else but in Los Angeles will
the option of breathing fresh air cost you?
If pure oxygen being shot up your nose
is too extreme for you, then kick back in the
iridescent music lounge. Here, you can either
hear live mellow bands, or listen to a jazz,
rhythm and blues or bass record play.
This trendy hangout has something
for everyone - well, except for those of
you who insist on eating meat and like
your food cooked.
Yes, this may seem bizarre, but the
entire menu is vegan; only organic products are used and all the food (if you want
to call it that) is dried out naturally (stoves
and microwaves are prohibited). But

By David Malitz
The Diamondback (U. Maryland)

don't cringe - there are plenty of items
worth eating, from delicious chocolate
cake without the chocolate, to tasty crab
cakes made with seaweed and hemp
instead of crab (yes, hemp). At the
Oxygen Bar, hemp is viewed as a natural
nutrient for the body; which explains why
college students and celebrities frequent
this joint (no pun intended).
To continue one's quest to feed the
mind, body and soul, the Oxygen Bar
offers an array of beverages. You can chill
at the bar and sip on anything from
smoothies with names like Orgy and
Purple Haze, to wheat grass and freshsqueezed juices. Watch out, now - some
of the ingredients in the smoothies work
as aphrodisiacs.
The overall vibe that is felt throughout the Oxygen Bar is that you can be
healthy while hanging out at a cool spot.
It is a great place for college students to
visit. However, it's also an original and
nice place to take a date, or to just frequent alone when you are looking for a
breath of fresh air (literally). Of course, if
you find you're not enjoying yourself,
you can always go next door to Red Rock,
where the booze is cheap, and the air is
filled with cigarette smoke.

COLLEGE PARK, Md.(U-Wire)—
In the trip-hop genre there is a pretty
well-accepted holy trinity of artists:
Massive Attack, Portishead and Tricky.
After these three, one is faced with a sea
of seemingly interchangeable outfits that
all adhere to the same formula of downtempo beats with a sultry female vocalist.
Morcheeba, Esthero, Hooverphonic,
Sneaker Pimps, Mono, Gus Gus, Lamb
— can you tell them apart? If any of
these bands seem to break from that
mold, it would be the last of the group,
Lamb. Their second album, Fear of
Fours, has definite moments that show
that Lamb are capable of distancing
themselves from the previously mentioned bands. But these are just moments,

and for the most part the album falls back
into the monotonous sounds of a genre
that hasn't produced anything terribly
new in five years.
Lamb is a duo that consists of Andy
Barlow and Louise Richards. In case you
didn't already guess, Barlow is the beatmaker and Richards is the chanteuse.
Nothing new here. If Lamb can be distinguished from the rest of the trip-hop
crew, it is because of their reliance on a
more drum 'n' bass sound as opposed to
the usual slowed down, electro-hip-hop
beats of most other trip-hoppers. When
they stick to that approach, the results are
quite enjoyable. "Little Things" and "B
Line" are two perfect examples of this.
Instead of encouraging you to lie down,
these two tracks actually make you want
to get up and dance.
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Launch Your Career

Job Search Workshops

Attention: ALL SEMORS and
final year GRADUATE STUDENTS

Fall 1999

HAVE PLANS FOR THE FUTURE??

Please sign up ahead of time for the workshop, that you
plan to attend by calling the Career Center at 6814359
or by stopping by the office on the third floor of
Chadbourne Halt
Location: 121 Lengyel - Computer Cluster

Come to the Career Center to pick up yourfree
1999-2000job search guides!
Find out about'
•Job Listings
✓ On-Campus Interviews
✓ Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
✓ Registration Procedures for the Career Center
✓ Resources Available on the World Wide Web
✓ Resume Referrals
✓ Graduate!Professional School Assistance
Ask for a personalized demonstration ofjob listings
and resources available on the World Wide Web.

Resume Writing: New Techniques
Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Thar:id:1y

September 15
September 17
September 20
September 23

3.10 PM
2:10 PM
3:10 PM
3:10 PM

High Impact Cover Letters
Tuesday
Friday

September 21
September 24

3:10 PM
2:10 PM

Electronic Job Search
Wednesday
Tuesday

September 22
September 28

3:10PM
3:10 PM

Location: Career Center - Chadbourne Hall

Effective Interviewing Techniques
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

September 21
September 24
September 29

2.10 PM
3:10 PM
2:10PM

How to Find Internships
[
Don't forget to visit our home page at:
http://www.ume.maine.edui-career
and check out our folders on the
First Class Conferencing System!

Mission Statement
The Career Center's mission is
to provide quality career
services and programs for
(Maine students and alumni
which will enable them to
successfully identify and
pursue their career goals. This
mission is a collaborative
effort between our staff,
students, faculty,employers,
and alumni.

Tuesday
Friday

September 2.8
October I

2:10 PM
2:10 PM

Location: Bangor Lounge - Memorial Union

Applying to Graduate School
Wednesday

October 20

3:30 PM

Our services include:
• Counseling & Advising
• Self-Help Career Lab
• Resume/Cover Letter
Critiquing
• Practice Interviewing
• Maine Mentor Program
• Internships &
Cooperative Education
• Job Search Workshops

For additional
information, contact:

areer center
university of maine

Chadbourne Hall - 3rd Floor
581-1359

Fall Company Interviews
Ames Department Stores, Incorporated
Analog Devictm, Incorporated
Baker Newman & Noycs
Bath Iron Works
Berry, Dunn, McNeil & Parker
Champion International Corporation
Cintas Corporation
Circuit City Stores, Incorporated
Computer Sciences Corporation
Consolidated Electrical Distributors, Inc.
EXCEL Communications, Incorporated
Fairchild Semiconductor
Fidelity Investments
First Citizens Bank
Forum Financial Group
Foxboro Company,The
General Electric Company
Georgia Pacific Corporation
[lane Hanks Data Technologies
Haverlock, Estey & Curran, CPAs
Hercules, Inc./Pulp & Paper
I toffmann-Laoche
Honeywell Measures Corporation
IDEXX Laboratories, Incorporated
International Paper Company
John Hancock Financial Services
KeyBank N.A., Subs. Of KeyCorp
Liberty Mutual Information Systems
Lincoln Lab./Mass. Institute of Itch.
MBNA
Mead Paper Division/Rumford
Mohawk Paper Mills, Incorporated
MIJNIS(formerly Computer Center Software)
National Semiconductor/South Portland
P. H. Glatfelter Company
Parametric Technologies Corporation
Peter Kiewit Sons', Incorporated
Potlatch Corporation
Pratt & Whitney
Procter & Gamble Company
Raytheon Systems Company
Rockwell Automation/Allen-Bradley
Sanders-A Lockheed Martin Company
Schatz, Fletcher & Associates, CPAs
Staples, Incorporated
Teradyne Inc. - Connection Systems
Toray Plastics(America). Incorporated
UNIIWProvident Life Insurance Company
U.S. Marine Corps/Officer Selection
U.S. Naval Explosive Ord. Disposal Ted). Div.
U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center
U.S. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
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Weekend Warriors

• Football

Here is what's going on this weekend
for home sporting events.
Saturday:
Men's soccer vs. Rhode Island, 11
a.m.
Field hockey vs. Boston University, 1
p.m.
Football vs. Richmond, 7 p.m.
Sunday:
Women's soccer vs. Quinnipac, noon

Monday:
Field hockey vs. James Madison, noon
Campus Pick: Maine vs. BU on
Saturday. These teams have had an
intense rivalry for the past few years,
with the Terriers winning partly due to
differing playing surfaces.
Now that Maine has had their turf
field for a full season, it will be interesting to see if the momentum changes.

Classifieds
FOR SALE
Full size futon-$60, dorm size
fridge, excellent condition-$75,
microwave-$25. Call 866-2706

Maine fullback Brent Naccara breaks through a pair of defenders last Saturday
against Hofstra. Naccara will face a tough rush defense against Richmond.
(Caleb Raynor photo.)

A tangled web
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
With a freshman quarterback starting and a conference opponent in town,
Maine will look to break it's two-game
losing streak when they play Richmond
Saturday night at Alfond Field.
With their loss against Hofstra last
weekend, the Black Bears are 0-2 for the
first time since 1994.
After facing Hofstra's Giovanni
Carmazzi's solid quarterbacking skills
last week, Maine will have to beware the
passing game of Richmond's Jimmie
Miles.
Miles completed 21-of-34 passes for
281 yards and four touchdowns in a 3530 loss to Villanova.
Maine's vaunted secondary, the
anchor of the fourth best defense in the

conference, will be tested as well by
Dwaune Jones, who caught nine passes
for 136 yards and two scores in his last
game.

SKEETER /8
Redemption Center

614 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(Half way between McOnnalcl's 6 Doug

Open 7 Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service
$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Pickup Available

10% BONUS•7.;::, UM
On

,41nlaifier,inly

STUDENT ID

1.44 tt.30-530 S & Su W0-4:30

827-1976

IF YOU THINK YOU'VE HEARD
IT ALL......

Setting up an apartment? Items
for sale: Kenmore washer, $100;
Kenmore dryer, $75; computer
table w/printer stand $75; wooden cabinet,(3 shelf, 2 drawer,
w/doors)$75; maple student desk
$75; chair $15; metal wardrobe
$75; braided rug $100; sewing
machine w/cabinet $50. Call 8664510 evenings until 11:00 pm.
MISC
Vacation Rental for Fall BreakOrlando, Florida, Mariott Cypress
Harbor Resort. Oct 9-16. 2
Bedroom, 2 baths, sleeps 8.
Condo with kitchen. All amens. 3
pools, beach, golf course and
more. $1000. Don't miss this terrific offer! Call now! 827-7491.
FREE TRIAL OF A BRAND NEW
TECHNOLOGY 30 MIN LONG
DISTANCE CALLS FREE SEND
SASE TO G MARKS PO BOX
92528 NEEDHAM, MA. 04292
Yoga begins Sept 13. Orono
Community Ctr & Bangor. Call
947-7502 for info/regstr. lyengar
style, all levels.
$5,000-$8,000 Monthly Working
distributing our product
brochures. Get paid-we supply
brochures. F/T or P/T. For FREE
info write: International, 1375
Coney Island Ave., PMB#427,
Brooklyn, NY 11230

FOR SALE
1995 GEO PRIZM AT, air, am/fm
cass. 4dr. Very good condition
$5500 OBO. Call 581-1356 days
or 989-5616 eves

HELP WANTED

A
A

Local business needs mechanical minded person to set up
shelving in offices(locally and
throughout state) on a per diem
basis. Must have reliable transportation suitable to transport
shelving (vanwagon, truck). Pay
per mile plus travel and set-up
time. If interested contact Lindy
@ 469-2401

Ml

ENTIN.2131
IMPORTANT
UMENT IN
TM

ORONO'S ONLY UNDERGROUND RECORD STORE
DR. RECORDS- 20 MAIN ST.- ORONO- 866-7874
NEW & USED LP'S, CASSETTES & CD'S

det

1k)Anterloort Heart Auociallon

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2000 with STS..
join America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, & Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com
Make your own hours. Sell
Kodak Spring Break 2000 trips.
Highest commission-lowest
prices. No cost to you. Travel
free incl food, drink, & non-stop
parties!! World Class Vacations
1999 Student Travel planners
"Top Producer". MTV's
Choice(Spring Break Cancun
Party Program) 1-800-222-4432
FREE TRIPS$CASHI1 Spring
Break 2000 Studentcity.com is
looking for highly motivated students to promote Spring Break
2000! Organize a small
group&travel free. Top campus
repsearn free trips&over
$100001 Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau! Book trips
online log in and win FREE
STUFF. Sign up now online!
www.studentcity.com or 800293-1443

WANTED
Wanted-male or female, grad,
undergrad, or organized group
looking for money to attend
conferences, meetings, competitions and other events of an
academic nature. Travel must
occur between July 1, 1999 and
December 31, 1999.
Applications available at
Crossland Alumni Center. Call
Diana at 581-1138 for details.
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• College issues

Student athletes subjected to hazing
By Kelly Knee
Fiat Lux
ALFRED, N.Y. (U-Wire) —
Alfred University made history on
Monday, Aug. 30, when the results of
the National Initiation Rites and
Athletics Survey, conducted by AU,
were released at the National Press Club
in Washington, D.C.
According to University President
Edward G. Coll Jr., the study, spearheaded by Nadine Hoover, director of the
National Survey of Initiation Rites and
Athletics, is the first of its kind in the
United States.
With the full support of the NCAA,
the survey was distributed to 10,000 student athletes and more than 4,000 coaches and administrators at NCAA schools
throughout the United States.
Students were randomly selected to
receive surveys from a list of names.
Approximately 23 percent of the students
responded, said director of counseling
Norm Pollard, which is a good rate for a
mail survey.
Coll said the results of the survey
demonstrated that the problem of hazing
in athletic teams is much larger than originally thought.
The survey revealed that 80 percent

of all college athletes have been
engaged in some form of hazing, while
only 12 percent actually reported feeling hazed.
Pollard said that the results of the
survey were "quite remarkable," and
that many at the University didn't
know the severity and scope of the
problem.
The survey also explored a range of
topics, from illegal activities to substance abuse. The results indicate that
one in five university athletes has performed some type of illegal activity,
including harassment of others and vandalism, as part of their initiation onto
the team.
Additionally, one in five student athletes reported they engaged in some type
of alcohol consumption as part of their
initiation to the team.
The survey also identified campuses
and student groups that were most at risk
for hazing incidents. The results indicate
that non-Greek males who are involved in
swimming, diving, soccer and lacrosse
most often experience some type of hazing, said Pollard.
The campuses that are most at risk
are rural, residential campuses with
Greek systems in the northeast or south,
Pollard said.

WMEB Opinion
Solicitation of the 7day period:
With the Patriot's win over the Jets last Sunday, WMEB
wants to know:

to you think +he Pats wi(( make the
ptayoffs this season?
Call 581-2333
(Jr e-mail "WMEB Listener Feedback" with your vote.
Results announced on Jocktalk
Wednesday nights at 9 on
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•Fr All Lunch Special Value Meals when ordering any beverages
Good for dining-in only This us a limited WT8 special offer.
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Hpy Hours 3-6 Eve

27-799&

371 Stillwater Ave., Old Town, ME
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My season opener
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
Truly rewarding experiences are hard
to come by these days. I have long given
up on college classes in this area, as at this
point, the rights and wrongs of the "system" have totally passed me by.
However, this past summer of mine
was filled with great memories and lessons which have changed me considerably and hopefully will carry over into my
reign as sports editor.
I worked in Rockland on the coast of
Maine, and my drive to work everyday
was filled with views of the Atlantic
Ocean that were picturesque and
breathtaking.
Now that all that mushy stuff is out of
the way...
I learned a lot of different things this
summer, one of which was that rich
boaters are, as a whole, snobby bastards
who would just as soon look down at you
than appreciate anything you do for them.
How's that for a change of pace?
They expect to get something for nothing. They yell at you. They think the
world owes them something. They complain. And complain. And complain.
The Rockland area (and Boothbay
Harbor, for that matter) is interesting
because of the two factions that make up
the area.
On one had you have the segment of
rich vacationers who dump their money
into the region for a five-month period
and then leave.
On the other, there are the people from
the other side of the tracks who actjust the
same except have no money.
Lesson learned: no matter what, treat
people how you want to be treated. You
never know when someone may be in a
position to help you out.
Lesson 2: Even college graduates still
watch Disney.
Lesson 3: Ex-Maine softball players
make awesome bosses.
Lesson 4: Always check if your money
has been direct deposited.
Lesson 5: John Travolta still likes to
get his drunk on.
Finally, I learned that even good peo-

pie die for no reason at all.
Pete Orne, a mega-successful businessman and the landlord of the building I
worked in, passed away when his plane
crashed just under a month ago.
For a man with as much money as he
had, you would never know it. Pete was as
kind a person as you would ever want to
meet, always greeting you with a smile
and a joke.
Pete, even though I never knew you
as well as I would have liked, you will
be missed.
So what in the hell does all of this
boil down to and what does it have to do
with sports?
Well, now that I am beginning my first
and only year as sports editor, I plan to use
these lessons to make the best damn
sports section this campus has ever seen.
How will this happen? More writers,
diversity of coverage and a different twist
on the sports we go see every weekend.
The change will begin with the name
of this column. For almost a year, my
musings were wrapped up in "The
Bottom Line," a nod to the Stone Cold
Steve Austin catch phrase that has swept
the country.
Over the past few months, I thought
about new names. The hot corner? Too
sportsy. Sportsview? Too high school.
As I was driving in my car one day, I
had the summer of '99 phenom Kid Rock
blaring in my disc player and it dawned
on me.
From now on, Bawitdaba, the title of
Rock's breakthrough single, will be the
name of my column. No rhyme or reason;
it just sounds cool.
Have a great year and keep turning to the sports section. You won't
be disappointed.

Field Hockey

from page 16

playing ice hockey turned into field hockey. Her intuitive attitude brings power to
the Maine team.
"We want to make America East,"
coach Kix stated on Saturday. "And with
the way that we played against Syracuse,
our intentions of making it are there."
"We've had our ups and owns so far
this season," senior Shannon Clifford
said. "We want to build on our wins and
make America East."
This Saturday, the Bears will take on
those Terriers from Boston. The game
marks the beginning of the America East
contest and will be brutal.
"Early on we've struggled, but once
we click as a team, our strength will be a
force to reckon with."
Season schedule (home games in
bold):
Boston University, Saturday @1 p.m.
James Madison, Monday, Sept. 20,
noon
@Hofstra, Fri., Sept. 24
@Drexel, Sun, Sept. 26
Vermont, Sunday, Oct. 3 @noon
@Colgate/Boston College, Sun., Oct.
10
@Holy Cross, Tues., Oct. 12
@Northeastern, Sat., Oct. 16
@Providence, Wed., Oct. 20
@UNH,Sat., I p.m., Oct. 23
Towson, Friday, Oct. 29, 3 p.m.
Delaware, Sunday, Oct. 31, noon
Stop Smoking.
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• Women's Soccer preview

Atherley does double-duty in coaching men, women
By Jeremy Garland
For the Maine Campus
The University of Maine women's
soccer team has a new head coach, but he
looks surprisingly familiar.
Scott Atherley, already the coach of
the men's soccer team at Maine, decided
to perform double duty this season and
took over control of the women's soccer
team as well. Atherley has coached the
men's soccer squad for seven years, but
this dual assignment presents a unique
opportunity.
"I'm absolutely excited about the
challenge," Atherley said.
Atherley has excellent qualifications.
He led the men's team to the North
Atlantic Conference tournament and won
the Diadora Classic tournament in 1994,

earning him Maine Collegiate Coach of
the Year honors. He also coached a 10win season in 1995.
"At first I wasn't sure if he would give
us the quality time we need," said Nikki
Reed, one of nine returning seniors to the
team. "But he manages his time really
well, and he's been a great coach for us."
Improving the offense will occupy
much of Atherley's time this season.
UMaine scored 13 goals all of last season, next to last in America East.
However, the Bears allowed only 29
goals, fourth best in the conference.
Therein lies Atherley's strategy.
"If we play well defensively, we'll
be competitive immediately. From
our defensive structure, I'm hoping
we can create a lot of counterattack
opportunities. We will get something

off their mistakes."
Attacking will not center around one
player. Atherley described forwards Amy
Quist, Nikki Reed, and Carolyn Fotiu
along with mid fielder Susan Day as
"dangerous" on the offensive end. "I
think they'll be a balance in offensive
production," he added.
The America East conference looks
top-heavy this year, with Hartford being
the most powerful team. Other contending teams include Boston University and
New Hampshire, but other than those
three, the conference is wide open.
High spirits have followed the players
so far this season.
"Coach Atherley has built his work
ethic into the team," said Reed. "There's
a level of comfort that will be maintained
for years to come."

"Our focus this year will be to
improve one day at a time; day-to-day,
"It
game-to-game," said Atherley.
inspires me to see so much potential."
Season schedule:
Quinnipac, Sunday, noon
Northeastern, Friday, Sept. 24,4 p.m.
Boston University, Sunday, Sept. 26,
noon
@ Hartford, Friday, Oct. 1
@ Vermont, Sunday, Oct. 3
@ New Hampshire, Saturday, Oct. 9
@ Providence, Tuesday, Oct. 12
Delaware, Friday, Oct. 15, 3 p.m.
Towson, Sunday, Oct. 17, noon
@ Hofstra, Friday, Oct. 22
@ Drexel, Sunday, Oct. 24
Holy Cross @ Falmouth H.S.,
Tuesday, Oct. 26,6 p.m.

• Women's Soccer

• Field hockey

Game schedule sparks religious battle

Bears blank URI

BYU teams abstain from Sunday play

From Staff Reports
By Jennifer Groskreutz
The Daily Universe
PROVO, Utah (U-WIRE)--Brigham
Young University is doing everything
in its power to keep its women's soccer
team from being barred from the
NCAA Tournament, and looks to be
getting some outside help.
Both BYU's women's basketball and
soccer teams have committed to abstain
from playing games on Sundays. The
NCAA women's soccer and women's
basketball committees say this commitment "disrupts the orderly conduct of a
championship," according to the
Associated Press.
Therefore, the committees decided not to include schools that would-
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n't play on Sundays — including
BYU — in either of the postseason
tournaments.
If the decision holds and BYU is kept
from participating in the tournaments,
David Detton, the father of Kristy Detton,
a redshirt member of the soccer team, has
threatened to slap a lawsuit on the NCAA.
Detton is an attorney with Dorsey &
Whitney, an international law firm in
Salt Lake City. He got involved in the
case because "it really hurt him to see
his daughter's rights being taken away
and that she was being discriminated
against," Kristy Detton said.
BYU head coach Jennifer Rockwood
said she hopes to avoid taking legal
action. However, if legal action is necessary, she said they are ready.

Popular Culture and the flew Technologies

NEW INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM-TAUGHT COURSE(3 CREDITS)

What is popular culture?
What is it doing for us, and what is it doing to us?
How have new technologies changed popular culture and its effects?
Is pop culture in the age of technology tearing us apart a bringing us together,
locking us up or setting us free? How will tomorrow's pop tech make our person& lives and our communities
different from today? What do these differences mean to us as citizens, business people, parents and public
servants in terms of actuol changes in observation, attitude and behavior? These are some of the questions
we'll be addressing in Pop Tech: Popular Culture and the NO Technologies,.3 credits.
Undergraduate students may register for this course using one of the following course designators:
Technologies
(41449) ENG429 990 POPIToch: Popular Culture'and the New
(Topics in Literature)
Technologies
(41404) PAA400 990 POPITech: Popular Culture'and the New
„•
(Issues in Public Administration)
(41410)T90398 990 POPITech: Popular Culture and the New Technologies
(Special Topics in Tochnology and Society)

It was Maine's central Maine freshman revolution that led the young Black
Bears to a 2-0 shutout win of Rhode
Island Wednesday afternoon in Cape
Elizabeth, ME.
Winslow's Kristy Ferran scored
the game's first goal off a Noriko
Kariya rebound less than five minutes

into the game.
With just over seven minutes remaining
in the first, Skowhegan's Tara Bedard onetimed a feed from Jennifer Johnstone past
U RI's Jackie Pizzi for the game's final score.
Danielle Burke made 17 saves for
Maine, who evened their record at 4-4.
Pizzi made 26 saves for 2-3
Rhode Island.
The Rams outcornered Maine 9-5.

Want A
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School.There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
'FORCE'
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com

College of
Education
Human Development

Interdisciplinary Faculty Team
Welch Everman, Professor of English
Kenneth Nichols, Assistant Professor of Public Administiaeon
Judy Hakola, Lecturer in English
Course Schedule:

•October 11 - December 10

(Eight asynchronous lessons conducted
on the World Wide Web and FirstClass Intranet Client).
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POP.TECH
CAMDEN CONFERENCE SPEAKERS

UM Soderberg Center for Distance Education:
The Camden Technology Conference on
Popular Culture In the Digital Age.)
http://www.camcon.olq/

dents ready to begin an internship
in the Spring 2000 Semester.
For further information, call Maxine Harrow at

REGISTER FOR THIS
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TODAY!!
I) Call 581-3142, or
2) Stop by(ED @ 122(hadbourne Hall, or
3)Dial 581-6246 to Register via 1VR, or
4)Register Online @ www.ume.maine.edu/ced/ced/

Applications for Spring Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are now available at the
Student Teaching Office, 130 Shibles Hall.
Application deadline is October 1,1999 for stu-

•Students will attend a weekend conference,
October.22 - 24, 1999
(Live Via Satellite at

LIVE 0 UMAINE VIA SATELUTE

http://130.111.71.190/rogIster/41449.html for ENG 429
http://130.111.71.190/regIster/41404.html for PAA 400
http://130.111.71.190/reglster/41410.html for TS0

ea-

581-2456
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• Field Hockey

Newcomers plentiful on young Maine roster
By Heather Day
For the Maine Campus
With the graduation of the
majority of their team last
spring, the University of Maine
women's field hockey team has
to rely on many of their young
newcomers to lead the team to
an America East playoff berth.
With the start of this season,
coach Terry Kix has ten freshmen and one transfer, leaving
only 12 familiar faces from last
season.
Among those returning are
senior leaders Briana Banks,
Shannon Clifford, and Lisa
Curtis.
Banks and junior Kristi
Knights are two returning
starters from last season. Their
experience and determination
will be heavily relied upon to
lead the young team this year.
Returning junior goalie
Danielle Burke is ranked number three in America East individual goal keeping with a 1.86
goals-against average of 1.86
and 72 saves.
Burke will be backed by
freshman Colbey Smith, who

recorded 15 shutouts in her last
year ,of high school at Lake
Lehman High in Pikes Creek,
PA.
Stephanie
Juniors
Chakmakian, Noriko Kariya
and Catherine Henrick are three
Bears that also return with seniority. Kariya is fourth in
America East in individual
assists with four in seven
games.
"We are really a young team
this year," Kix said. "We need
to work on our chemistry and
definitely build on the confidence from Saturday's [win]
against Syracuse."
Freshman Tara Bedard
comes to Maine with a record of
82 goals and 45 assists in her
senior year at Skowhegan.
Freshman Kristy Ferran
hails from Winslow, where her
team had the honor of winning
of two Class B State
Championships.
Junior transfer Katie Hedges
comes from
Northeastern
University where her days of
See FIELD HOCKEY on
page 14

Kristi Knights battles for a loose ball with a Syracuse player while Steph Chakmakian looks on.
Maine will play two games in the next three days.(Jason Canniff photo.)

• Men's Soccer

Bears hope to corral Rams in home opener
By Eric Nelson
For the Maine Campus
The Maine men's soccer
team faces a tough matchup in
their first home game of the
season as the University of
Rhode Island Rams come to
Orono this Saturday.
"They are going to be a
very exciting team, but again I
think it's going to be a great
challenge for us," coach Scott
Atherley said.
"It will allow us to get a
good measuring stick for where
we are, and give us a sense of
where we are and what we have
to do."
Both the Rams and the
Black Bears sport identical 1-1-

1 records, with Rhode Island
defeating Boston University
last Friday 1-0 in overtime.
Maine suffered their first
loss of the season, 2-0 against
UMass-Amherst.
The Black Bears feature two
of the top 15 scoring leaders in
America East. Junior Aaron
Benjamin leads the team with
three goals and six points, while
senior captain Ricky Brown has
chipped in four points.
Goalkeeper Aaron Weymouth
has given up just four goals in
three games this season.
Rhode Island's potent
attack is led by sophomore forwards Nicholas McCreath and
Gareth Elliot. McCreath scored
23 points and was named

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year
last season, and Elliot also contributed 12 points last year.
Physical
co-captain
Conrad Hibbert leads the
defense. In goal, newcomer
Mark Bryant is a former junior college all-American.
"They're a solid team,"
Brown said. "We're just going
to have to play to our capabilities and take it from there."
Rhode Island's aggressive
offensive strategy and one-on-

sition is very important."
Saturday's contest could
set the tone for the rest of
Maine's season. The players
agree this is a key game and
would be a significant victory.
"This is our home turf
and it's important to defend
it," Brown said.
"It's important to come
right out from the start AI play
hard," Palotti said. "A win
would be a good beginning to
the season."

IMAirlNje
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Women's Soccer preview ...

one ability make them a dangerous opponent. Speed in
transition will be essential if
Maine is going to have an
effective attack.
"Their players are very
crafty and they are a very
attack-oriented team," Atherley
said. "I think they can be
exposed in the counter and are
prone to transition."
"They are very risky in
their attack," senior Jeremy
Palotti said. "Our play in tran-

Danielle Burke
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(file photo.)

Maine field hockey goalie Danielle Burke is
our first Maine Campus Athlete of the Week this
season. The junior keeper from Canaan, ME,
goes into this weekend with a 1.86 goals-againstaverage and allowed no goals against Rhode
Island on Saturday.

